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Adatoms and interstitials in the rutile TiO2 (110) surface: structure and dynamics
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We present calculations for Ti adatoms and interstitials at the (110) surface of rutile TiO2, where these species are known to
play a crucial role in surface chemistry. We review structural calculations performed using the DFT þ U methodology,
which have been benchmarked using controlled self-doping experiments on thin rutile films. The ab initio results have
further been used to assess the ability of empirical charge equalisation (QEq) potentials to correctly predict the energetics of
these structures. A simple modification to the potential, whereby the oxygen charge is fixed while allowing charge
redistribution between Ti ions, has been shown to greatly improve its performance in terms of the energy landscape of the Ti
adatoms and interstitials. In this paper, we extend the QEq calculations to consider the diffusion pathways and barriers in the
surface using nudged elastic band calculations. We find that key barriers involved in the diffusion of Ti interstitials to adatom
sites are much lower with the modified potential, implying that the diffusion is active on experimental time scales at
temperatures where the regrowth of reduced rutile crystals exposed to oxygen has been observed.
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1. Introduction

Titania is an important technological material with a range

of applications in catalysis, sensing and functional coatings

among others [1]. The rutile (110) surface has been the

subject of intensive investigation as a model reducible

system [2–12]. It has been found that Ti adatoms and

interstitials play a crucial role in surface chemistry and

properties of the reduced bulk crystal. Scanning tunnelling

microscopy (STM) has shown how the (110) surface of a

reduced rutile crystal regrows at elevated temperatures

above ,473K when exposed to an oxygen atmosphere

[5,8]. There is compelling evidence that the crystal accom-

modates its non-stoichiometry through a solid solution of

Ti interstitials, which are able to diffuse to the surface at

these temperatures to react with the impinging oxygen.

Recent STM work has also focused on the surface chemis-

try of the oxidation process of the reduced crystal [13].

Again, it is shown that the key to a proper understanding

is how the material accommodates interstitials, and how

they diffuse through the surface region to adatom sites.

A combined experimental and density functional

theory (DFT) study has recently yielded detailed

information on the structure and energetics of Ti adatoms

on rutile (110) [14]. In this work, controlled doping of

crystals and epitaxial ultrathin films has been studied using

photoemission spectroscopy. Upon vapour deposition of

1/8ml of Ti, the UPS spectra reveal a defect-induced state

in the band gap, about 1 eV below the Fermi level.

Furthermore, the valence band states associated with the

two-coordinated bridging oxygen at the surface are also

altered by the Ti deposition, indicating that deposited Ti

adsorb as adatoms that preferentially sit next to two bridg-

ing oxygen and one in-plane oxygen. This state disappears

upon annealing, and oxidation of the surface, indicating

that the deposited species are adatoms at the surface.

Detailed explanation of these results is achieved using

the DFT compensated for on-site Coulomb interactions

(DFT þ U) (see below). However, it is also desirable to have

reliable atomistic potential approaches so that the growth

dynamics can be studied. The modelling of reducible

transition metal oxides presents a great challenge to

empirical potential schemes. Since the non-stoichiometry

makes the application of fixed charge models problematic,

the charge equilibration (QEq) scheme of Rappe and

Goddard has an obvious appeal [15–18]. In this approach,

the electronegativity of the ions is used to adjust the charge

distribution in an adaptive manner. In this work, we focus on

the QEq potential developed by Hallil et al. [19] for rutile

TiO2, with parameters fitted to the bulk structure and elastic

properties and tested on the bulk O vacancy and low-index

surfaces. The potential is used to calculate the diffusion

pathways and barriers for Ti interstitials and adatoms with

the nudged elastic band (NEB) method [20]. In addition, we

investigate the effect of a modification to the potential
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suggested by the recent analysis of the charge distributions

found in theDFT þ U calculations,which show that theQEq

approach overestimates the role of the oxygen ions in

accommodating charge around these point defects [21]. QEq

calculations with the oxygen charge fixed to bulk values, but

allowing charge transfer between the Ti ions as in the Hallil

model, show that the energy landscape of the defects is

changed and comes into line with the DFT þ U results [21].

In this paper, we review the DFT þ U results and the

comparisons with the QEq results. We then explore

whether this modified potential yields diffusion barriers

that accord with the experimental facts for the reoxidation

processes discussed above.

2. DFT 1 U and QEq defect structure calculations

The DFT-PW91 þ U calculations reported in [14] allow

interpretation of the experimental results and show how the

charge is distributed around the defect. The calculations have

an empirical element through the selection of the value ofU

for the Ti d orbitals: large values (U , 6 eV) strongly

localise the extra electrons on the adatomand surfaceTi; zero

U delocalises the extra electrons through the surface region

and intermediate values yield a picture between these two

extremes. It is the last case, specifically with U ¼ 3 eV, that

gives the best agreement with the spectroscopy of the gap

states induced by the adsorbed adatom [14]. This result is

consistent with the value ofU assigned in the calculations of

oxygen vacancies in the (110) surface [22], which also

reduce surface Ti and create a defect state in the band gap.

It has been shown that these latter calculations yield a charge

distribution consistent with hybrid B3LYP calculations [23].

This implies that the DFT þ U can be used reliably to assess

the charge distributions around the adatom and interstitials,

allowing comparisons with those found in the QEq

calculations.

Figure 1 shows a picture of a top-down view of the

(110) surface, indicating the adsorption sites for the Ti

adatom and interstitial and the labelling we use in this

paper. We first look at the distribution of charges

observed around the Fi interstitial site in our calculations.

The DFT þ U charge is portioned to the ions using the

Bader analysis [24]. Figure 2(a) shows the results, where

the size of the ions represents how many excess electrons

Figure 1. A plan view of the surface indicating the adatom and
interstitial sites used in this paper. Ti atoms are dark grey and O
atoms light grey, with larger atoms closer to the surface. The
bridging oxygen rows are indicated with the dashed lines. Site A
(and equivalents A0 and D) is the adatom in its most favourable
site, next to two bridging oxygens and one in-plane oxygen. Site
B (and its equivalent E) is the adatom in its second favourable
binding site next to one bridging and two in-plane oxygens. Site
Fi is an interstitial site one O–Ti–O layer down; there is an
alternative interstitial site Bi, underneath B. Interstitials another
O–Ti–O layer down are labelled Fii and Bii, respectively.

Figure 2. Charge distributions induced by the layer 1 interstitial site Fi: (a) DFT þ U calculations using Bader analysis; (b) the original
Hallil QEq potential and (c) the fixed oxygen-charge variant of the QEq potential. O is light grey and Ti dark grey. The radius of the ions
reflects the excess charge (2e) the ions have compared with the bulk environment (referred to the ions at the bottom of the picture). To set
the scale, the interstitial in (b) has an excess of 0.42e2, and its six nearest neighbour oxygens each have an excess of ,0.3e2, over bulk
values. Only a section of the full cell used in the calculations is shown for clarity, with the upper surface being the free one with the
exposed bridging oxygen.
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they have over their charges in the DFT þ U bulk rutile

crystal [21]. Figure 2(b) shows the equivalent result

from the QEq model of Hallil et al. [19]. Note that the

bridging oxygens in this latter image are rather smaller

than those in Figure 2(a); in QEq, the under-coordinated

oxygen tends to become less negative and lose charge to

neighbours, a feature not apparent in the DFT þ U results.

Furthermore, the Ti interstitial’s nearest neighbour oxygen

all acquires excess charge from the interstitial, again

in contrast to the DFT þ U behaviour. To quantify the

effect, in the QEq calculations, it is found that the oxygen

gain/lose up to ^0.4e depending on their neighbourhood,

whereas the DFT þ U changes are much smaller, up

to ^0.1e.

This charging of the oxygen results in a dramatically

different energy landscape for the points defects, as shown

in Figure 3. The DFT þ U results show that the layer 1

interstitials, Fi and Bi, are favoured over the most stable

adatom-binding site A by about 0.62 and 0.53 eV,

respectively. The QEq energy differences are much higher

at 2.48 and 2.41 eV, respectively. The cause of this

dramatic favouring of the interstitials over adatoms in the

QEq model can be traced to the elastic energy gains due to

the lattice distorting in response to the oxygen nearest

neighbour charging. While the finding that Ti interstitials

aremore energetically favourable than adatoms agrees with

the experimental results for adatoms diffusing down into

the bulk upon annealing [14], trapping them in the bulk by

such a large amount as 2.5 eV does not accord with the

regrowth of reduced rutile at elevated temperature, even if

oxygen adspecies promote the growth [5,8,13]. It appears

that the empirical QEq potential overestimates the adsorp-

tion energy of the interstitials with respect to the adatom

energy.

The conclusion about the adverse role played by the

charging of the oxygen in the QEq model has been tested

in a simple way by modifying the QEq scheme so that

charge transfer only occurs between Ti species, with the

oxygen charge fixed to the bulk rutile crystal values [21].

The other parameters in the model all stay the same, so that

the bulk properties such as optimised lattice parameters are

not changed. However, surface calculations will of course

be affected. Figure 2(c) shows the charge distribution

around the relaxed Fi interstitial in this modified QEq

scheme, and the impact on the energy landscape is shown

in Figure 3. As can be seen, the landscape now compares

muchmore favourably with the DFT þ U results, implying

that the oxygen charging does indeed play an adverse role

in the behaviour of the original Hallil QEq model.

3. Ti adatom and interstitial diffusion pathways

The diffusion pathways for adatoms and interstitials are

calculated using the NEB method. Two types of pathways

are possible: direct moves passing through the more open

channels in the crystal structure, and exchange (or

interstitialcy) moves that involve the displacement of

neighbouring Ti ions during the move, with the original

adatom or interstitial finishing up in the vacated lattice

site. Figure 4(a) shows the results for the transition A–Fi,

where the adatom exchanges with its nearest neighbour Ti,

which lies beneath the two bridging oxygen next to site A.

The displaced Ti ends up in the interstitial site Fi on the

opposite side of the bridging row one O–Ti–O layer down.

A movie of this transition is provided in the supporting

information. As can be seen, the barrier for the forward

move is slightly higher in the fixed oxygen-charge QEq

variant (Table 1), but much lower at 1.41 eV (cf. 3.31 eV)

for the reverse move. This model implies that the diffusion

of Ti interstitials to the surface will be active on experimen-

tal time scales at elevated temperature above ,500K.

Figure 4(b) shows the pathway for the diffusion

between adatom site B and interstitial Bi via exchange

with the nearest neighbour Ti, which is an in-plane

fivefold coordinated surface site. The forward movement

has a slightly lower activation energy, but again the reverse

movement is much lower in the fixed oxygen-charge

model. The direct path movement for B–Bi is shown

in Figure 4(c) and the relevant energies given in Table 1.

The Hallil model favours the direct B–Bi move over the

exchange, in contrast to the fixed oxygen-charge model.

Movie files for these two transitions are also provided in

the supporting information.

To complete the discussion of the adatom/interstitial

diffusion pathways, we must consider the diffusion parallel

to the surface. Table 1 shows the results for various

barriers. The transition A–B is of particular interest to us

here. Taken together, we can now consider the barrier for

the diffusion of the adatom from its most stable site A

Figure 3. The energy landscape of the adatom and interstitials
in the B/Bn (o) and A/Fn sites (*),where layer 0 corresponds to
the adatoms and layer n to the interstitials below n O–Ti–O
surface layers. The energies are given relative to the most stable
adatom site for the model, which is site A in all cases.
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to any interstitial site. For both the fixed oxygen-charge

and original Hallil models, A–Fi with exchange is the

lowest energy pathway at 0.97 and 0.85 eV, respectively.

The alternative pathway, A–B followed by B–Bi as a

direct move or exchange, has higher barriers of 1.45

(exchange) and 1.00 eV (direct), respectively. The reverse

process of an interstitial diffusing back to the surface also

follows the Fi–A via exchange route.

Figure 5(a) shows the pathway for the diffusion of the

interstitial from siteBi–Bii via exchangewith an intervening

nearest neighbour Ti, and in Figure 5(b) by the direct route.

The fixed oxygen-charge variant has a slightly lower barrier

than the original Hallil model, and is lower in both models

than the transition Fi–A (Table 1). Thus, the latter is the

rate-limiting step for the diffusion of deep-lying interstitials

to the free surface. Note how the barrier for the direct Bi–Bii

diffusion is much higher than that for the direct B–Bi, the

latter move being enabled at the surface by the greater

freedom for the surrounding ions to move away during the

process to accommodate the movement.

4. Summary and conclusions

In summary, we havemodified theHallil QEqmodel [19] in

the light of the DFT þ U calculations for the adatom and

interstitial energy landscape [14] and the Bader analysis

of the charge distributions around the point defects [21].

This modification keeps the oxygen charge fixed to bulk

values while allowing the usual charge transfer between

the Ti ions only. While this scheme might not be the last

word on the construction of QEq potentials for titania and

other reducible transition metal oxides, we believe that it

convincingly demonstrates how the original model

allows too much charge transfer to and from the oxygen.

We have investigated the impact of the modified

potential on the diffusion pathways of the adatoms and

interstitials in the surface region. Our NEB results have

Table 1. Energy barriers (eV) for the forward and backward
moves found using the NEB method using the fixed oxygen-
charge variant of the QEq model.

Forward Backward

A–Fi (exchange) 0.97 (0.85) 1.41 (3.31)
A–Fi (direct) 2.20 (1.78) 2.64 (4.24)
B–Bi (exchange) 0.47 (0.60) 1.94 (3.57)
B–Bi (direct) 0.96 (0.43) 2.43 (3.40)
Bi–Bii (exchange) 1.31 (1.48) 1.35 (1.56)
Bi–Bii (direct) 2.02 (2.24) 2.06 (2.32)
A–A0 0.90 (1.14) 0.90 (1.14)
A–B 1.12 (0.97) 0.14 (0.40)
A–D 3.49 (2.75) 3.49 (2.75)
B–E 1.83 (1.15) 1.83 (1.15)
Bi–Fi 0.81 (0.82) 0.77 (0.89)

The numbers in parentheses are for the original Hallil QEq model.

Figure 4. NEB pathways for (a) A–Fi via exchange with a surface sixfold coordinated Ti; (b) B–Bi via exchange with a fivefold
coordinated surface Ti and (c) B–Bi direct move without exchange. Here, the reaction coordinate is the Euclidian distance along the path
from the initial state.
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shown that the diffusion of interstitials to the free surface

will be accomplished via exchange with a sixfold

coordinated surface Ti in the QEq models. However, the

activation barrier in the original Hallil model is very high

at 3.31 eV, whereas in the fixed oxygen-charge model it is

much lower at 1.41 eV. Given the Arrhenius nature of the

diffusion, the latter seems more reasonable result, given

the experimental evidence for the regrowth of the (110)

surface of a reduced rutile crystal with oxygen exposure

above ,473K [5,8]. However, further work is required,

notably the impact surface oxygen has on these results, and

is the subject of ongoing work.
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